Mini Competition Part 1
Project Name and Reference
Edginswell Retail Unit

Name of Commissioning Public Body
Torbay Council
Please select the appropriate 'Lot'
Lot 1 - South West
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Lot 2 - South East

Lot 3 - London
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Guidance Notes
Guidance notes are contained throughout this document. Please contact the Framework
Management Team if additional advice is required.
1. The information in this document will be used by the contractors to determine their
interest in submitting a tender for this project. Key factors that will determine a
contractor’s interest in this project will be: the services required, proposed programme,
the construction value, and special terms the contracting authority may have. The details in
the project description need to be clear and concise.
2. The Framework Management Team will issue the Mini Competition Part 1 via the SCF tender
portal to all the contractors included within the specific SCF lot, i.e. Lot 1, Lot 2 and Lot 3.
Typically, the contractors have up to 5 working days from issue to review the opportunity and
return a self-certified Mini Competition Part 1. Part 2 will be issued via the contracting
authority's chosen method.
3. The client will agree the weighting of questions A, B & C with the Framework Management
Team for the Mini Competition Part 1. The total weighting of the questions must add up to
100%.
4. The Framework Management Team will evaluate and moderate the contractor's responses
to Mini Competition Part 1 in collaboration with the contracting authority using the evaluation
rating scale.
5. The contractor's team and the design team named in their response, should be the team that
will be working on the project. This is subject to the project commencing in line with the
timescales issued at the Mini Competition.
6. In the unlikely event of a tie, the SCF Framework Management Team will contact each
respondent and ask them to nominate one answer that will take precedence.

DISCLAIMER: This template is offered in good faith by SCF. A number of user specific
modifications will be required to ensure it is tailored to each project. We strongly urge that
users thoroughly review all of the provisions and obtain specialist procurement, or legal
advice if required, to ensure each Contracting Authority is compliant and meets all of the
requirements of the Public Contracts Regulations 2015.
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Evaluation Rating Scale
Guidance: Respondents are required to give answers to questions A, B & C. SCF panel members
will then score each respondents answers on the rating scale below.

0
1
2
3
4
5

= Very poor or no response. The response provides no confidence.
= Poor. The response provides very little confidence.
= Unsatisfactory. The response provides some confidence but not to an acceptable degree.
= Satisfactory. The response provides an acceptable degree of confidence.
= Good. The response provides a good degree of confidence.
= Excellent. The response provides a high degree of confidence.

Questions
Q1 – Please demonstrate your ability and capacity to deliver this scheme.
The extent to which the main contractor has the capacity and suitably capable
resources within their team and company to deliver this scheme, referring to local
relevant experience for both the project resources and company resources as a
whole, i.e. the projects have been managed from offices from within the specific
Lot.

Weighting

35

%

35

%

30

%

Maximum word count 750 words. Word count includes illustration, captions, title lines
and tabulated content.

Q2 - Please demonstrate the ability and capacity of both your design and supply
chain partners to deliver this scheme.
The extent to which the main contractor has suitably capable resources and
capacity within their design team (as appropriate) and trade supply chains to
deliver this scheme, referring to the relevant "local" experience of potential
partners and their previous working experience with the main contractor.
Maximum word count 750 words. Word count includes illustration, captions, title lines
and tabulated content.

Q3 – Please demonstrate your ability to add value to this scheme.
The extent to which the provider can innovate and add value to this specific
project, reducing costs/time, increasing quality or improving social and
environmental outcomes. Ideas for adding value should be evidenced and project
specific.
Maximum word count 750 words. Word count includes illustration, captions, title lines
and tabulated content.

Guidance: The total weighting for these questions must equal 100%. Please ensure your responses to questions 1, 2
and 3 are submitted as a single document and less than 10mb in size.
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Project Information
This is the section where you put your information about the project:

General Information
Project title / reference number:

Edginswell Retail Unit

Client contact & Organisation:

Richard Sutton - TDA

Name of Contracting Authority:

Torbay Council

Forecast Construction Cost (£):

£ 3,100,000.00

Nett construction cost (£):

£ 2,800,000.00

Guidance: The contractors calculate their fee percentages in respect to the forecast nett construction cost, on the
commercial workbook. This figure will include:
All works construction packages, defined provisional sums, project specific site preliminaries, which are not included in the
construction fee (i.e site staff), and all other services provided by the contractor EXCEPT the design rate, preconstruction
and construction rates and the OHP fee. The contractor will use this figure to calculate their bid on the commercial
workbook.

Date of current cost plan:

August 2020

Is the project supported by
external funding?

Yes

If yes, please state:

Local Enterprise Partnership Funding

Project type:

New Build

Full form of contract used:

JCT Design & Build 2016

If contract modifications
proposed, please list or attach
contract:

No

Site Town and Post Code: Current

Torquay, Devon,

RIBA stage at MC1:

2

Design and Construct or
Construct only:

Design and Construct

What is the proposed cost and
quality split for this project:

50/50

Guidance: Please note, the above cost/
quality split is for MC2 purposes.
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Construction Information
Proposed construction start date:

31/05/2021

Proposed construction finish date:

25/03/2022

Project description:

The project is to provide a new retail store for Wickes
Building Supplies Limited at Edginswell Business Park,
Orchard Way, Torquay. The heads of terms have been
agreed by the two parties and an outline lease and
development agreement is currently with solicitors.

Guidance: It is helpful to provide a
reasonable level of background information
so contractors can make an informed
decision prior to bidding. The level of
information will depend on the current
project stage, this might include project
aspirations, details of known risks
highlighted by completed surveys,
summary of design development, any
previous phase of work, current facilities
short comings. Any special and sustainable
features the commissioning public body
wishes to incorporate in the building, such
as natural ventilation, solar and wind
energy, collection and re-use of greywater,
etc.
Guidance: Whether the construction phase
is single continuous or phased periods.
Indication of the planning philosophy and
the level of consultation the scheme
received with the planning authority and
key project stakeholders.
Other project specific constraints and
considerations e.g. ownership, users and
whether they will vacate/stay in location,
decant requirements, topography, geology,
neighbours, boundaries, previous uses,
existing buildings, site clearance, known
services etc.

Special / other project
requirements:
Guidance: It is helpful to highlight
requirements for apprenticeships, local
resources, environmental, security,
liability cap, CDP, warranties, PCG/
Bonds, BIM, GSL etc.
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The unit is to be built on land owned by Torbay Council
within a wider 6 acre site bought by the authority from
Tesco in 2018. The site of the new retail store is just short
of 2 acres.
Torbay Council is the instructing party on this matter and
will act as developer. The Council has approved the
funding for the retail scheme.
In November 2020 the Council received confirmation that
they had been successful in securing ‘Getting Building
Fund’ central government grant funding to support an
adjacent scheme of enabling works to deliver 3
development plateaus to include the retail site. The
enabling works will include significant earthworks, adopted
extension to Orchard Way, reinforced earth banks, surface
water & foul connections and services. These works are
anticipated to be substantially complete ahead of the
retail unit’s start on site.
Torbay Council has appointed TDA to act to deliver the
retail scheme and appointed their consultants to act as
Structural Engineer (to stage 3), Principal Designer,
Project Manager and Quantity Surveyor. KTA Architects
have been appointed up to and including Stage 3.
The following items will be required:The
proposed building
has aBond
footprint of 1850 m2 and will
1) Performance
Guarantee
be
built toCompany
a developers
shell specification. The external
2) Parent
Guarantee
areas
will
comprise
a
front
car park (currently 68 vehicle
3) Contractor's Design Information
spaces),
servicing
compound and rear Outdoor Project
4) Contractor's
Warranty
Centre. Following completion the tenant is installing a 557
m2 mezzanine block with amenity and trading space.
The building will comprise a steel portal frame, pitched
roof (Trisomet insulated panels), elevations (Trimapanel
flat and microrib insulated panels, and glazing). It is
currently anticipated that the heights to haunch will be
approximately 7.5m, to ridge 10.1 m, highest parapet
11.3m and height of local stone 2.1m. It is anticipated that
the site will have piled foundations and the building will
have a concrete reinforced floor which will be designed to
accommodate the tenants racking and mezzanine floor.
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Historically the site had a 2007 outline planning approval

Professional Team
Guidance: Please do not contact these people during the MC1 process, all questions via SCF.

Project Manager:
Company:
Email & Number:

Ashley Twine
TDA
ashley.twine@tda.uk.net

Quantity Surveyor:
Company
Email & Number

Ashley Twine
TDA
ashley.twine@tda.uk.net

Architect:
Company:
Email & Number

Andrew Chaplin
KTA
andrew.chaplin@kta.uk.com>

Principle Designer:
Company:
Email & Number:

Simon Wright
TDA
simon.wright@tda.uk.net

Lead Designer:
Company:
Email & Number:

See Architect information

Mechanical Engineer:
Company:
Email & Number:

Barry Powell
TDA
barry.powell@tda.uk.net

Electrical Engineer:
Company:
Email & Number:

Gary May
TDA
gary.may@tda.uk.net

Structural Engineer:
Company:
Email & Number:

Andrew Heard
TDA
andrew.heard@tda.uk.net

Other Consultants:
Company:
Email & Number:

Richard Sutton; Development Lead
TDA
richard sutton@tda.uk.net

List surveys (include date
completed) site information and any
other information that will be
available at Mini Competition Part 2:
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1)
2)
3)
4)

Topographical Survey Site investigations and percolation tests Ecological survey Tree survey -
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Mini-Competition Information
Mini Competition Part 1 issue date:
date:

27/11/2020

Mini Competition Part 1 return date:
date:

04/12/2020

Guidance: Typically 5 days or through
consultation with SCF Framework Manager.

How will Mini Competition Part 2 be
issued::

By Torbay Council using Pro-Contract Tender Portal

Guidance: For example Client Portal/email. If
portal, please specify portal and sign up
details.

Mini Competition Part 2 issue date:
date:

15/01/2021

Mini Competition Part 2 return date:

29/01/2021

Guidance: Typically this is 10 working days
from issue. When a lot of information is going
to be included / issued in Part 2 up to an
additional 2 weeks to respond can be allowed
for.

Site visit (indicative date):

20/01/2021

Other key dates or milestones:
Expected RIBA stage at

3

appointment:
Anticipated start date for preconstruction period/PCSA
agreement:

08/02/2021

List any required specialist subcontractors or suppliers to be
included within bid:
Who will evaluate the MC1:

SCF and Client

Any contract amendments
proposed:

No

Please attach any significantly
amended contractual clauses as
an appendix :

N/A

Please consult SCF Framework Manager to complete below
SCF Framework Manager allocated::

Matt Elliot

Geographical Lot:

Lot 1 - South West

Project type:

New Build

Project category (majority where
mixed):

Offices

Is the Construction Logistics and
Community Safety (CLOCS) standard
applicable to this project?

Yes
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Design Services
This will be applicable for Develop & Construct projects. It is extremely helpful for contractors to
understand at what point the design responsibility will be transferred to them from the existing client design
team.

Is it the clients intention for the current design team to be novated, or is it
expected that the contractor propose their own team?

Novated

If the current designer is not being novated, can the contractor approach the
incumbent designer to be part of their design team?

Select

Has a principal designer been appointed?

Yes

Is it intended that the contractor will
provide a principal designer service:

No

Design services required from RIBA stage
Project / programme management

3

Architecture / design / design
3
coordination
Design responsibility to contractor
3
from stage
Structural engineering

3

Quantity surveying

3

Mechanical engineering

3

Electrical engineering

3

Structural engineer

3

Civil engineer

N/A

Landscape architecture

N/A

Interior design (all areas)

N/A

Thermal engineering & air
tightness engineering

N/A

Acoustic engineering

N/A

Fire engineering

N/A

Site waste management planning

N/A

Other services

N/A

Please list any surveys required
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